Modeling and Testing
for Timing Faults in
Synchronous sequential
circuits
Studying failures in the combinational logic and storage
elements of synchronous sequential circuits may help detect
physical faults that cause timing problems.
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Colorado State University
r orrectly operating synchronous
sequential circuits require proper
logic and timing behavior. We can test
for physical defects that affect the
logical operation by testing for stuckat faults. What we need are tests for
those physical defects that do not affect the logical operation immediately
but may cause timing problems. These
timing problems can arise from variations of the intended circuit dimensions or from manufacturing abnormalities or aging factors.
The term delay fault was first introduced by Breuer I to describe what
happens when the normal transportation or inertial delays are changed. Examples of such physical faults have
been described in the literature. Hsieh
et al.2 have described a delay fault due
to a missing base transistor in a DTL
device. Timoc et al. 3 have shown how
in a MOS device an incomplete connection to a transistor's gate results in

a delay fault. Banerjee and Abraham4

have found that a circuit level simulation of a CMOS NOR gate with a
floating-gate P-transistor shows six
times the normal delay for a low-tohigh output transition. Wu and Radke5
have studied the correlation of delay
with defect size. In general, delays increase as conductances decrease or

capacitances increase.
Another cause of timing faults can
be the use of tight, or statistical, design
procedures.6 In a tight design, better,
that is, faster, than worst-case timing
parameters are used. While a tight design results in a faster system, this
emphasis on speed may cause timing
problems. This is illustrated in the
following example.
Example 1. A system must satisfy
the requirement
T>tA +tB+tc+tD
where T is the clock-period, and tA,

Summary

Even with proper design, integrated circuits and systems can have timing problems because of physical faults or variation of parameters. The
authors introduce a fault model that takes into account timing related
failures in both the combinational logic and the storage elements. Using
their fault model and the system's requirements for proper operation, the
authors propose ways to handle flipflop-to-flipflop delay, path selection,
initialization, error propagation, race-around, and anomalous behavior.
They discuss the advantages of scan designs like LSSD and the effectiveness of random delay testing.
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tB, tc, and tD are timing parameters

with these values (in nanoseconds).
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Using the guaranteed worst-case
values, the smallest allowable clockperiod is 12 + 40 + 10.5 + 2.2 = 64.7 ns,
giving a maximum clock-frequency of
15.45 MHz. Virtually all units with a
worst-case design will work properly.
For the tight or statistical design approach, let us assume the requirement
that at least 95 percent of the units produced operate correctly. If, for a first
approximation, we assume that the
parameters are statistically independent, and have a normal distribution,
then the minimum clock-period is
found to be 47.24 ns, and the max-

imum clock-frequency is 21.16 MHz.
Thus, we gain a 37 percent speedup at
the cost of five percent of the production. But to achieve this gain we
must identify and separate the units

with timing problems.
Timing faults are an increasing
problem in VLSI devices. The clocksignals in these large, complex devices
can have significant clock-skew if they
have to travel long and physically different paths. To avoid this, it may become necessary to confine synchronization within several isochronous
regions on the chip. 7'8
So far, only limited work has been
done in this area. Breuer" 9 has presented a technique for representing delay faults in asynchronous circuits.
Hsieh et al.2 have considered testing
for delay faults in combinational paths
of a highly controllable and observable
design (using LSSD-type rules). Storey
and Barry'0 have described a delay
fault simulation for such a design.
Lesser and Shedletsky II have considered delay testing for combinational paths where (1) the circuit is
highly controllable and observable;
and (2) the total delay in a sensitizable
path can be measured. Liaw, Su, and
Malaiya12 have presented an approach
that uses a test-set generated for stuckat faults as the starting point. Son and
Pradhan13 have considered delay
faults in PLAs. A delay test generator
with data about the coverage obtained
has been reported by Hayashi et al. 14
The studies have generally been restricted to combinational circuits or
synchronous sequential circuits with
design restrictions.
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In this article, we are concerned with
the more general problem of modeling
and testing timing faults in unrestricted synchronous sequential circuits. 15 We consider faults associated
with the sequential behavior and the
storage elements. These include faults
which cause excessive clock-skew,
race-around, or improperly formed
clock-pulses. Because the design is not
restricted, we consider its sequential
behavior. This makes test-pattern generation very complicated, as we point
out later. We also examine alternatives
to test generation for timing faults.

For some combinational elements
like an exclusive-OR gate, the direction of change at the branch output
may possibly not be determined simply by the direction of change at the
branch-input. For more accuracy, we
define four delays: rising input/rising
output, rising input/falling output,
falling input/rising output, and falling
input/falling output. A complex gate
is treated as a single, multiple-input
primitive, as Okazaki, Moriya, and
Yahara recommend for simulation. 17

In this article we only assume a
single threshold point for digital signal
transitions; this threshold point separates the high and the low levels. As a
consequence, rise and fall times, which
require two-threshold-point representation, do not enter the picture explicitly; variations in them will show
up as small variations in delays.
We can represent a combinational
circuit by a corresponding graph,
where each node is a logical node (a
gate input or output), and a branch
connects two distinct nodes. We will
consider a branch as an atomic unit.
The input node of a branch is an input
to a gate (or a complex gate in a MOS
or CMOS circuit), and the other node
is an output. An n-input gate will
therefore have n branches (Figure 1).
Usually, when a branch is sensitized, that is, when a transition at the
branch-input will cause a transition at
the output, the direction of a transition
at the branch-input uniquely specifies
the direction of the output. For each
sensitized branch, two propagation
delays are defined, one for the rising
input and the other for the falling input. In general, the two propagation
delays would be different 16,17 because
the charging and discharging paths are
different. Thus an n-input gate has 2n
propagation delays associated with it.
Since each input node can have different capacitance, 17 more accurate
modeling results.

network with simple gates to represent
a complex gate would not be accurate
because it would imply non-exiting
nodes.
We can easily calculate the total
delay of a path from an input to an
output of the combinational circuit by
using the appropriate delays of the
constituent branches. Some common
cases are considered below.
(1) Input changes of a singly-sensitizable path. All appropriate delays in
the path are simply added. If there are
no exclusive-OR gates on the path, the
direction of change at the first path
node uniquely determines the direction
of change for all path branches.

These include design for testability approaches and dynamic random testing
(with the same clock-frequency as for
the intended application).
Introduction of terms

We can easily calculate the
total delay of a path from an
input to an output of a
combinational circuit.

Using an equivalent combinational

(2) Input changes ofa multi-sensitizThe signal changes pass

able path.9

able patiple branches

pass

through multiple branches ofavreconvergent fan-out. Here we have to take
the maximum delay at the reconverg-

entnode.

Figure 1. The three branches of a 3-input
NAND gate.
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(3) Several inputs change. If the ing (falling) edge arrives. In this case,
changing signals converge at a gate, the appropriate subpath leading to the
then its output will stabilize after the reconvergent node with maximum or
first transition. If several inputs of an minimum delay must be considered.
In this article we will be considering
AND or NAND (OR or NOR) gate
change, then the output will stabilize both edge-triggered flipflops and
after the effect of the first falling (ris- latches (which are level-activated 18).
ing) edge arrives, or if there are no fall- The techniques considered here can
ing (rising) edges, then the output will be extended to pulse-triggered (for
stabilize after the effect of the last ris- example, the 54/174H73) and datalockout-type flipflops (for example,
the 54/74110).'9 Our discussion assumes that the elements use a
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Figure 2. Representation of samplingedge to flip-flop output delay.
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clock-pulse; however, the techniques
are also applicable for those elements
that use a negative clock-pulse.
The sampling edge of the clock is the
transition to its latching level, where
data inputs are finally examined and
then locked out for the rest of the
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Figure 3. A general synchronous sequential circuit (a), and an illustration for Condition 1 (b).
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clock-period. For a rising-edge-triggered flipflop, the rising edge is the
sampling edge; the output responds
soon after. In a latch, the output follows the input while the clock is active,
until the falling edge, which is the sampling edge, occurs.
During sampling, the data inputs of
a storage element must remain stable
for a brief period of time. The set-up
time and the hold time are the time intervals immediately preceding and
immediately following the sampling
edge, during which the data to be
recognized must be maintained at the
input to ensure its recognition. 19,2() In
modern devices, the hold time is often
practically zero. Occasionally, because
of delays inside the storage element,
set-up or hold time can be negative.2'
A storage element is generally characterized by these parameters: set-up
time, hold time, and sampling-edgeto-output propagation delay. An
element can be modeled as an ideal
flipflop with set-up and hold requirements, followed by a pure combinational delay (Figure 2). The combinational delay can be included in the
combinational circuitry that follows.
In a synchronous sequential circuit,
all flipflops are controlled by one, or a
few, clocking signals. Because the
clocking signals may pass through
~~~~paths with unequal delay, they may ar-

chronous sequential circuit are asyn~~~~~~~~~chronous, they must be synchronized
by using synchronizer latches to ensure
that the state flipflops sample only
stable outputs of the combinational
circuitry. The synchronizers are subject to anomalous behavior, which
results when an asynchronous input
switches very closely (within a window
a few picoseconds wide) to the sampling edge. During anomalous behavior, the flipflop output may take
abnormally long to settle. In the extreme case, the flipflop may settle into
a inetastable state; the flipflop may not
be able to get out of it within a specific
period of time.23 Significant synchronizer failure rates have been reported
in computer systems23 and microproIEEE DESIGN & TEST

cessors.24 Techniques to reduce the
severity of the problem include additional circuitry to detect the metastable
state, 25,26 using a synchronizer with a
narrower window,27 or double buffering.
The duration around the sampling
edge, when anomalous behavior can

propagation delay between the inputs
and outputs of network N, and tsu the
required set-up time. The condition
for proper operation, which is shown
in Figure 3b, is then

Requirements for proper

design. For example, the circuits of
Figure 4a and 4b are logically equiv-

D

finiatv +t,'1lWt+tsu5kT-Tsk,,,aY (I)

clock-gating, k is equal to
occur, will be referred to as the anomna- one.
lous behavior window. The width of
this window is an important parameter
(2) Proper clock-gating. Clockthat is used to estimate the frequency gating does not have to be used, and
of the anomalous behavior.28
can be avoided. When used, it can
sometimes result in a slightly simpler
operation

Correct synchronous operation requires appropriate behavior in terms
of timing parameters. These requirements are considered below separately
for edge-triggered flipflops and for
latches. The following analysis assumes that the skew at the destination
clock is with respect to the source
clock. This takes into account clockskew at both the source and the destination storage elements.

Edge-triggered flipflops. The proper operation of edge-triggered flipflops
depends on sampling only stable signals; proper clock-gating; and avoiding race-around.

Without

alent. The clock-gating technique is
sometimes used to allow paths longer
than a single clock-cycle. For proper
operation, there should be no glitches

at the clock-input of the flipflop, and
the clock-pulse duration must meet the
minimum requirement. In addition,
the clock-pulse must not be chopped at
the sampling edge side as it will cause
additional clock-skew. If the gating
circuitry is implemented by using a
clock-inhibition network F, as in Figure 4a, then, for positive-edge-triggered flipflops, output of F must
stabilize before the sampling edge. If
inputs of F are synchronized by the
same clock-generator, having been
latched a clock-period before, then, as
shown in Figure 4c,

Df,tiav + t 'njasv+

x

< T- TvA,11av (2)

Here tF,,, is the maximum delay
through the network F, and t, is the

c

F

(1) Sampling only stable signals. Inputs to a flipflop must be sampled only
after they have stabilized with alC1
F
lowance for set-up time. In Figure 3a,
input signals to flipflop array B arrive,
through a combinational network N,
from the flipflop array A. Arrays A
and B are clocked by signals C,1 and
CB; these signals are derived from the
same clock-generator, but may pass
through different driving and gating
circuits, and connections may be of
different lengths. 29.31)
Let us consider the situation when
the signal starting from A (after being
latched by C4) is to be sampled at B,
after k clock-periods. Let T be thev
clock-period, Tsk ... the maximum
possible clock-skew (the duration by
which CB sampling-edge may be
early), D/1,,a, the maximum propagation delay from the sampling edge to Figure 4. Logically equivalent circuits (a) and (b), and illustrations for Conditions 2 (c)
flipflop outputs, t
the maximum and 3 (d).
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appropriate allowance (similar to set-

up time) to prevent a glitch, when the
inputs of the AND gate (OR gate, for
active low clock pulses) change in opposite directions.
For negative-edge-triggered flipflops, the output of network Fmust either stabilize before the positive-edge,
or must satisfy these two conditions:
(a) stabilize sometime before the negative edge (to allow for minimum pulse
width); and (b) must not produce
glitches when the clock is active. In this
case the requirement, shown in Figure
4d, is

gle-phase clock with a narrow clockpulse can be used, but this option is not
examined here. 7

tection against the race-around condition caused by clock-skew.

(1) Sampling only stable signals.

We assume here that the gate-level
description of the circuit under investigation is available. Basic gatelevel units include gates, complex cells,
and flipflops. We do not use the information about internal design at the
gate level of the flipflops, but we
assume the timing behavior of the
flipflop is known.

Figure 3 is applicable for this case also
CA and CB now consist of non-overlapping pulses. The condition for proper operation can be written, similar to
Equation 1, as
Dfmax+ tNmax+ tSU( Tp - Tskmax (5)
-

where Tp is the intended duration between sampling edges of CA and CB.
(2) Proper clock-gating. The corDfmax + t Fmax + ty C T - Tskmax (3) responding discussion for negativeedge-triggered flipflops is applicable
where ty is either equal to the actual here-therreduioment is
clock-pulse width if F can generate
m + tFma + c Tp - Tskma (6)
glitches, or equal to the minimum
width
required.
clock-pulse
(3) Avoiding race-around. As the
are transparent when the clock
In
norlatches
race-around.
(3) Avoiding
feedback is not permitted
is
active,
a
of
flipflop
mal operation, the output
storage element array in
one
only
with
array should change only once, and
should change deterministically. In the signal loop. Figure 6a shows an accircuits with feedback to the same or ceptable situation. The arrays A and B
another flipflop in the array (Figure are clocked by non-overlapping clocks
5a), it is possible that the effect of CA and CB. Race-around is possible
changed outputs of a flipflop array only when there is sufficient clockmay arrive back at the flipflop inputs skew If clock CB .becomes active
before the inputs are locked out, that while CA is still active, race-around
is, while the flipflops are still suscepti- will occur if the CA ICB overlap is
ble to input changes. The race-around greater than Dfmin +tN2min -tH. If Tg
condition is avoided if the following is the gap between the pulses, and if the
condition, as shown in Figure 5b, is maximum clock-skew (duration by
CB is early) is Tskma,r then the
which
met.
maximum overlap is Tskmax- Tg, if
(4) Tskmax is greater than tg. The condiTskma + tH <Dfmin + tNmin
tion for proper operation then, as
Here tH is the required hold time, shown in Figure 6b, is
Dfmin is the minimum propagation
<
delay from the sampling edge of the Dfmin + tN2min tH + Tskma - Tg (7)
clock to flipflop output, and tNmin
Other storage elements. Some
is the minimum propagation delay
through N. Tskmax is the maximum storage elements do not belong to the
clock-skew (duration by which CB, in edge-triggered flipflop and latch types
discussed above, but the results above
Figure 5, is late).
can be extended for them. The masterslave flipflops (those catching properdriven
by
are
Latches. The latches
ty) can be considered negative-edge
miniThe
pulses rather than edges.
triggered, with set-up time exceeding
is
requirement
width
mum clock-pulse
very important. To avoid race-around, the clock-pulse. The pulse type sample
two successive arrays must be clocked the data on the leading edge, but outby non-overlapping pulses, that is, puts are not affected until the trailing
multi-phase clock. Alternatively, a sin- edge. These offer the maximum pro66

Timing fault model

Combinational networks. Combinational networks may be used for
both next-state and output generation,
and for clock-gating. For each branch
connecting an input to the output of a
gate (as discussed above), two delay
faults are possible, one for rising and
one for falling input. A delay fault is a
significant variation from normal delay. It is possible for a branch to have
only a rising delay fault or only a falling delay fault. However, when a
branch has one of them, we should
suspect that it might also have the
other.
How much variation from normal
delay should the model assume? Theoretically, the delay for a branch is
bounded by zero and infinity (in which
case it becomes a stuck fault). In the
delay fault representation used by
Breuer, I each delay fault is characterized by its location as well as its exact
delay value. Thus, for a branch, numerous delay faults will exist. We,
however, will attempt to keep the
number of these faults small. The abnormal delay can be one of three types.
(1) Moderate delayfault. The delay
is more than normal range, but not
more than a few times the normal delay.
(2) Negative delayfault. The delay is
less than the normal range (but
bounded by zero).
(3) Massive delayfault. The delay is
more than several times the normal
range.
Detailed investigation is needed to
ascertain the relative significance of
the three types. To keep the faultmodel simple, our fault-model does
not consider negative delay faults or
I EEE DESIGN & TEST

massive delay faults. We can do this
because:
(1) Chances of negative delay faults
occurring are less likely, and when they
do occur, their effect is not always important. They can cause race-around
condition, however, if the worst-case
(minimum) delay through the combinational circuit is zero (provided
there is a direct connection31), then aCob
negative delay fault in a feedback combinational path would not matter. The
most likely cause for the race-around
condition is clock-skew.
(2) Massive delay faults are likely
to be highly random-testable. That
means that when the circuit is exercised
for some other objectives, the massive
delay faults are likely to be tested without additional effort.

Flipflop arrays. We assume thait the
timing faults within the flipflops will
show up as variations in the important
timing parameters of the flipflops. The
parameters selected are set-up time,
hold time, propagation delay from the
sampling-edge to flipiflop outputs, and
width of the anomalous behavior window.
(1) Increased set-up and hold times.
For proper operation these increased
times will require that the signals being
sampled should be stable for a longer
period. Because generally only worst
case set-up and hold times are used,
decreased set-up and hold times have
no significance.
(2) Increased sampling-edge to
flipflop output delay. This increased
delay will add to the combinational
path delays similar to those of combinational branches; only moderate
delay faults are assumed.
(3) Wider anomalous behavior window. This fault is applicable only for
flipflops being used as synchronizers.
A wider anomalous behavior window
means that anomalous behavior occurs more frequently than expected.

Cl

N t

igre

.

lock-skew a and Condition 4 (b).

N2

D/Y
N

Test generation for timing
faults

We first obtain a set of testing re-

quirements by considering the general

fault model available. Ideally, all the Figure 6. Feedback in a level-activated flipflop design (a), and illustration of Condifaults assumed by the model should be tion 7 (b).
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covered. If test sets are generated only
by using the "raw," fault model, that
is, if an attempt is made to test for each
assumed fault, then the number of
tests generated can be very large. So we
try to create a set of testing requirements that reduces the test generation
effort and the volume of test-vectors.
These testing requirements are
(1) No flipflop-to-flipflop path
(from sampling edge to sampling edge)
takes more than the allowed time.
(2) There is no race-around situation.
(3) The clock inputs of the flipflops
have no glitches, and the minimum
pulse width requirement is satisfied.
(4) The flipflops in the synchronizer
do not have a wider than normal timewindow for anomalous behavior.
If these requirements are met, then
all the faults assumed in the preliminary fault model will be tested.
The testing requirements are only for
detection of faults, not for location.
They cover all the faults assumed in the
preliminary fault model discussed
above.
(1) The delay faults in the next-stateand-output-forming combinational
circuit will cause longer delays in the
flipflop-to-flipflop paths.
(2) The delay faults in the clockgating combinational circuit will
cause:
(a) Clock-skew that appears as additional delay in the combinational
paths, as illustrated by rearranging
Equation 1.
ax

+tNma + Tskmax +atxb

kT

The timing fault that increases the
set-up time will effectively appear as
increased delay in the flipflop to flipflop combinational paths, as is easily
seen from Equation 1. The timing
fault that increases the hold-time will
effectively appear as decreased delay
in the paths, possible causing racearound. Rearranging Equation 4 illustrates this.

Tskmax c Dfmin + tmin - tH
These testing requirements are applicable in general. For simplicity, in
the rest of this section, only a single
clock system with edge-triggered flipflops is considered. The methods can
be extended for other cases.
A synchronous sequential circuit (or
partitions of it) can be modeled as in
Figure 7. S y is an array of storage
elements that form the state of the circuit. The combinational circuit forms
the outputs Z = zI, Z2, . . . Zk I and
the flipflop inputs D= IdI, d2, . .
dm, using external inputs I= i,
i2, . . . i1 and the state variables
Y= Y1Y, Y2. . . ym 1. The flipflop array S, synchronizes the asynchronous
inputs I* = i *, i2* . . . ij * ; it is not
necessary if the inputs are derived
from a source that used the same
clock. The array S2 samples the output
signals as controlled by the clock, but
only when they have stabilized. The array S y contains all internal storage
elements (registers, etc.) in the circuit,
and the combinational network Ncontains all the combinational circuitry.

.Testing for allowable flipflop-to(b) Clock-skew that effectively
decreases the delay in the combina- flipflop delay. We will first consider
tional path, possibly causing race- testing for the condition that requires
not to
around condition. This can be il the flipflop-to-flipflop delays
exceed the specified clock-period. We
lustrated by rearranging Equation 4.
assume that during testing the clockfrequency is fixed, and we choose it to
tH < Dfnin + tNmin - Tskmax
be the maximum clock-frequency ex(c) The delay fault may cause pected in normal use, with some excepglitches at the clock-input. If the in- tions mentioned later. We consider
coming clock-pulse width is just more several steps necessary for test generathan the minimum required, and if the tion, and we outline a procedure based
delay fault only delays the leading on them.
The first step for test generationis to
edge, the outgoing clock-pulse width
may be less than the minimum re- identify paths to betested. For the network N, for any input-output pair,
quired.
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there can be none (there may be no
connection) or several (in case of reconvergent fan-out) paths. If there is
an average of one path for any inputoutput pair of N, then there are 2
(I+m)(k+m) different paths (considering rising and falling signals separately). As testing of each path can require several clock-periods, testing for
all paths may not be feasible except for
very small circuits. Therefore some
strategy for selecting a set of paths is

required.
As delays cannot be measured within an integrated circuit chip (unless
special techniques25 are used), the
equation-solving approach," cannot
be ordinarily used. If sufficient statistical data were available, a very good
path selection strategy could be found.
However, even in the absence of data,
we can make some assumptions to
reduce the set of paths. In accordance
with our fault model, let us assume
only the presence of moderate delay
faults. As we further assume negative
delay faults are not present, excessive
delay will not be masked, and there is
no need to test a branch through two
different paths. We can therefore use
this path selection strategy.
Strategy 1.
(1) For each branch in the network
N, choose the longest (in terms of
delay) sensitizable path through it.
(2) In Step 1 above, some source and
destination flipflops might not be included. Include longest sensitizable
paths involving such flipflops.
Here we have to consider the rising
and falling inputs separately, as they
do not necessarily correspond to the
same longest path. The longest paths
may be obtained by the simulation or
analysis techniques used for design verification. 16,32 If specific delay values
for the branches are not available, we
can assume that all single branches
have about equal propagation delay,
and therefore the longest path is the one
with the largest number of branches.
If a set of paths is selected by using
Strategy 1, then the resulting tests for
allowable flipflop-to-flipflop delay
will test for all stuck-at faults in the
combinational circuit, as well as for
IEEE DESIGN & TEST

data inputs of all destination flipflops requirements. Let the inputs to netand for outputs of all source flip- work N, il, . . . ij, and yI, . . . y,t,
flops. 15
be called I and Y, and let the two siv's
Strategy 1 does not guarantee detec- be denoted as [Ij Y1 and V'2, Y2 .
tion of all delay problems, but it Then, for a required transition through
should give very good coverage if only an input of N,
a few branches of the network N have
(1) For both vectors, all other inputs
a delay fault. It is possible to have a of N should sensitize the required
path, not selected by Strategy 1, in path;
which a number of branches have a
(2) Y2 must be the next state vector
slightly longer than normal propaga- for conditions given by 1`1, Y, ¢, as
tion delay. The total delay of this path specified by sequential behavior.
can exceed the allowable limit. An
If the path has more than allowable
alternative selection strategy can han- delay, then the error would be latched
dle these situations better.
in S,. or S2. Here it is assumed that a
single path is tested at a time.
Strategy 2.
(1) Using some consideration, like
total testing time, etc., obtain K, the
number of paths to be tested.
(2) Choose K paths with least slack,
using Condition 1.
slack = TI t,i +

TA,n,

,

+

tN$,p;y +

Example 2. Consider the circuit of
Figure 8a. The sequential behavior is
described by the state diagram of Figure 8b. Here the DZinput flipflopcorresponds to S2, and DA and DB correspond to Sy in Figure 7. 'Four types
of flipflop-to-flipflop paths are possible: input-to-state, state-to-state,
state-to-output, and input-to-output.
A path of each type is considered here.
A prefix u- or d- before the name of the
path indicates that the path starts with
a rising edge or a falling edge. If there
are no exclusive-OR gates, then the
direction of transitions along the path
will be uniquely determined. Here we

(8)

Strategy 2 will work best for situations when parameters affecting the
whole chip can vary. This strategy can
be made more efficient by eliminating dam
highly re/atedpaths. If two paths share
most of the branches, perhaps only
one of them should be tested.
For systems designed using thie tight
or statistical approach, 6 another stratcanbe
egy used.

Neto
N

~~~Figure 7. General synchronous sequential circuit analysis.

Strategy 3.PAh
(l) Obtain the mean A and varianceA

a2 for the slack associated with each

path.
2 A
(2) Select all paths for which the
average slack is less than a specific 30
fraction of the standard deviation,
A
(9)
tt<aor
where a is a suitably chosen number. jC1/
The strategy above will select paths
that are likely to be too tight.
A1
After we obtain the set of paths to
be examined, we have to obtain the
state and iniput vector (siv) sequences
that will cause a transition through a

/ 1

A

h j

r0

100
Qb

C
path to a state flipflop (in 5,,) or outto
be
latched
there.
put flipflop (in S2 )
Figure 8. Circuit for Example 2: (a) logic diagram (some connections are implied); (b) state
The two siv's used must satisfy certain diagram.
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assume that the circuit can be initialized to a specific state.
Input-to-state u-path 1. Path 1 (x to
DA, marked in Figure 8a) is sensitized
byA =don'tcare, B= 1. If A ischosen
to be 0, then to test for rising x signal,
the following sequence must be possible (values are specified before the
clock-pulse),
A B
x
Clock-pulse 1 0 0 1
Clock-pulse 2 1 0 1
Clock-pulse 3 - D 1
where D is equal to 1 normally, and is

equal to 0

if the

sase *inbte

path has excessive
9 As

ithmus

The state diagram allows the sequence,
provided the circuit can be initialized
into state [1, 0O.
Input-to-output u-path 4. Path 4 (x
to DZ) is sensitized by A = 1, B= 1.
The sequence required is
x A B Z
Clock-pulse 1 0 1
1 0
1
1
Clock-pulse 2 1
0
0
0
Clock-pulse 3 -

It may appear that path-I is not involved as A remains zero. However, as
both x and B switch, there may be a
glitch at DA. The glitch will disappear
when the effect of x falling reaches
DA, through d-path 1. However, as
path 1 itself is under investigation, we
cannot assume that it will work with
normal delay. Therefore, the initialization subsequence considered here
may failto initializethe circuit.

The sequence is valid.
It is clear that we need special soluOnce we obtain a test subsequence,
we have to obtain two related subse- tions to this problem. One solution is
quences. An initialization subsequence to use a scan-in/scan-out type of
must bring the circuit into the initial design. This is considered in more

as state for the test subsequence. Then a detail in a later section. The other soluDor
del
the state variables for clock-pulse 2 are.*
must propa- tion is to control the clock itself. If the
consistent with the state diagram, the propagation subsequence
error signal to the output lines clock is slowed down sufficiently, exthe
gate
siv-pair forms valid test for u-path 1.
(unless it has already been accomp- cessive propagation delays will not
test subsequence is (1) input vector
II, fol- lished by the test subsequence in the have any effect. Consistent with our
[0 withe initial state vector

f

lowed by (2) input vector PI

It should be noticed here that to test

case

of state-to-output

or

input-to- assumption that no massive delay

faults are present, let us assume that
output paths).
Just as for stuck-at faults, it may with twice the normal clock-period,
take some effort to obtain these se- the operation will be normal even in

quences, and in some cases they may the presence of delay faults. Then any

Clock-pulse 1
Clock-pulse 2

1
0

0

0

I

1

there is an inconsistency because during the second clock-pulse the state will
be [1,11 and not tO, 1. However, if
A = 1 is chosen, then this valid sequence is obtained,
Clock-pulse 1

x
1

Clock-pulse 2 -

A
1
1

B
1

o

State-to-state u-path 2. This path
for sen(from B to DA) requires
sitization. For A =0, this sequence is

x2=

required;

Clock-pulse 1
Clock-pulse 2
Clock-pulse 3

required',
A B
X
1

1
-

0
0
D

0
1
1

From the state diagram, we can see
that the sequence is valid.
State-to-output u-path 3. Path 3 (B
to DZ) requires x = 0, A = 1 for sensitization. The following sequence is
needed (Z follows DZ after the next
sampling edge):
x A B Z
0 -x
Clock-pulse 1 0 1
0
1
Clock-pulse 2 0 1
Clock-pulse 3 - 0 0 D
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not exist. We simply assume the fault initialization and propagation subseunder investigation exists when we try quences will be valid, as long as they
to obtain these subsequences. This is are consistent with the state diagram.
especially the case in looking for delay If our assumption is not valid in some
faults. If a branch has a rising delay specific situation, the test-sequence
fault, there is a higher probability that will effectively be a random test seit also has a falling delay fault, since quence.
some factors like increased capaciExample 4 Let us consider again the
tance can cause both. Similarly, the
branches that terminate at the output sequence for u-path 1 in Example 2.

of the same gate are also dependent. If

a

path is being tested, the delay fault

may be in one or more branches of the
path, and we cannot assume that any

Assuming that the circuit can be reset

to state

quence is

[O,O},

the complete test seA
x
0
1
inhibited
0
00
1
D
1
inhibited
1

B

Z

11
1

00

1

D

0i-

ofthebranches ofthe path areworking with normal delay while we apply
initialization and propagation subsequences. Even glitches passing
through the path under test can invalidate these subsequences.

Clock-pulse 1
Clock-pulse2
3
Clock-pulse
Clock-pulse 4
Clock-pulse 5
Clock-pulse 6
Clock-pulse 7

Example 3. Consider the test subsequence obtained for u-path 1 in the
sample above. The state needed is
f0, 1}. Let us assume that the circuit can
be brought into state {O,O3 by resetting
it. Then this sequence will bring thecircuit into state fO, 1 with x = 1 .

Based on the discussion above, a procedure can be outlined.
Procedure 1. Our test generation for
allowable flipflop-to-flipflop delay is
(1) Select, using an appropriate
criterion, a set of paths to be tested.
For each selected path, repeat the steps

1
0

A
0
0

B
0
1

1

below.
(2) Obtain vectors that sensitize the
path.
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(3) Choose a vector and attempt to enough to test the shortest path leading
form a sequence that tests the path as to each flipflop. Initialization and
in the examples above. If the sequence propagation are perhaps more difis consistent with the sequential nature ficult problems. Unless maximum
of the circuit, it can be used to form a clock-skew in a faulty situation can be
estimated, all the paths leading to the
test sequence.
(4) Obtain additional vectors that flipflop under examination are suswill bring the circuit to a required state, pect. When signals pass through paths
and that will drive the error to an out- other than the shortest one, their
put. Special techniques may have to be response has to be considered unused to make sure that these vectors known. In latches with multiphase
are not invalidated by a fault in the clock, the problem may be overridden
by sufficiently separating the nonpath under examination.
overlapping pulses during initializaWe have assumed so far that only tion and propagation. No such techone path is tested at a time. Testing for nique is possible for edge-triggered
several paths at a time can significantly flipflops.
reduce the testing time required. More
Example 5. Let us consider flipflop
than one path can be tested at a time if
they are not mutually interfering. Two A in the circuit of Figure 8. Let u-path
paths are not mutually interfering if 2 be the shortest path to DA. As we
have seen before, a transition on
they satisfy these two conditions:
(1) If a path passes through an u-path 2 can be initiated by this seexclusive-OR gate, other inputs of the quence
gate must not change because of a
x
A B
transition in the second path. 12
1
1 0
(2) Sensitization of a path should
not be cancelled by a changed level or

changes just outside the normal maximum window (before and after the
sampling edge transition), and to
verify the correct operation. The
testing signals have to be obtained
from a very accurate system. The flipflops or latches that are not part of a
synchronizer are not directly accessible
from outside. If we desire to test for
anomalous behavior for such elements, our Strategy 2 for path selection may be used, since the use of
minimum slack paths accentuates the
possibility of metastable behavior.

then in the second siv above, A will
change from 0 to 1 one clock cycle too
Testing for race-around condition. early. If the circuit can be reset to state
When there is a race-around condi- {O,O1 thenthecompletetestsequenceis
tion, a flipflop can improperly respond to a signal change one clockA B Z
x
Clock-pulse I 1 0
period earlier. Normally tNmmi can be
1
a
to
0
2
1
Clock-pulse
assumed to be zero, corresponding
D
D
1
1
direct connection. If tH is close to
zero, then Equation 4 reduces to
In general, for edge-triggered flip(10) flops, valid initialization and propagaTskmax .Dfmin
tion sequences may be difficult to find,
A similar result can be obtained for and sometimes may not exist.
latches. Generally race-around condiTesting for proper clock-pulses. No
tion is the result of more than tolerable
clock-skew. Here we assume that the good techniques can be found to test
clock-skew is a result of the clock- for glitches at the clock-inputs or very
signal arriving late at a destination flip- narrow clock-pulses. These faults will
flop. We also assume that at any one be non-deterministically tested when
time, only a single flipflop has clock- the circuit is exercised.
skew with respect to the source flipTesting for anomalous-behavior
flops. If this assumption is not valid,
the test-sequence generated by the pro- window. If the anomalous behavior
cedure below will be a random test se- window is wider than normal, then erroneous behavior will occur more
quence.
As only one faulty situation is often than is acceptable. The only way
associated with a flipflop here, it is to test for such faults is to apply signal

problems.

affected by a possible glitch because of
a transition in the other path.
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If the race-around condition exists,

Testing with scan design

By using a scan-in/scan-out type of
design, like Level Sensitive Scan Design, testing for stuck-at faults is the
same for sequential circuits as for combinational circuits. Up to now, we
have assumed that for delay faults,
also, specific sequential behavior did
not have to be considered.2"1 As we
will see below, our assumption is not
valid for all scan structures.

A scan design will simplify test

generation for timing

Let us consider one of the two standard LSSD structures as an example
(Figure 9). In the normal operation,
the pair L 1, L2 works like a masterslave flipflop activated by non-overlapping pulses of CD and CS. During

scan-in/scan-out operation, non-overlapping pulses of CIand CS are used to
shift the signals through the chain. If

two successive vectors have to be applied to state inputs YI. Yn
y,
* of
the network N to test for delay faults,
the vectors have to be shifted in one
after the other. However, in doing so,
Y1, . . . . Yn will go through a number
of changes before the second vector is
finally established.
Still, a scan design will simplify test
generation for timing problems. The
testing sequence will have to be generated taking the sequential behavior
into account. The required initial state
can be simply shifted in, and the error
signal can be shifted out. Therefore,
-
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initialization and propagation subsequences do not have to be obtained.
It is possible to have a modified
design. for which the sequential behavior does not have to be considered
to obtain the testing sequence. 34 Consider the circuit of Figure 10. Latches
L2 are only in the normal signal path;
in the scan path they have been replaced by another latch, L3. In this
design any two selected vectors
Yi . . . y, can be applied in immediate succession. The first vector is
scanned in by using clocks CE and CI.
It is then latched into latches L2 using
CS. The second vector is then scanned
in and latched into L2. The transitions
at the end of the paths, at D_,. . . D,,,
are sampled using the clock CD. In the
normal operation, clocks CD and CS
are used.
The design does not affect performance, either during normal use or
during scan, as the number of latches
in the paths remain the same. The
number of additional pins is also the
same. The overhead needed is the additional latches L3.
.

Effectiveness of random

delay testing
If we exercise a synchronous sequential circuit at the intended clockspeed, as we did during dynamic testing, 35 we might test some delay faults.
If we applied the vectors to test for
stuck-at or functional faults, this
would constitute a random delay testing sequence. To see the effectiveness
of this testing we did a preliminary investigation.
We only considered the problem of
path coverage. We did not consider
problems associated with initialization
and propagation. This would have
resulted in a somewhat optimistic
evaluation of random delay testing.
A simple combinational circuit
(Figure 11) was examined for all 56
(23 x 23 - 23 ) possible vector-pairs for
which at least one input was different.
For each pair, the paths that we would
examine for excessive delay were recorded. Of the 56 possible pairs, 24
pairs do not result in a transition. Although occasionally some delay faults
may cause late glitches, chances that

33
i

X/Y

they affect the sampling are small.

Another 20 pairs test for a single path.
Four pairs test for two paths each; if
any of the paths take more than normal delay, it will be detected. The remaining eight pairs constitute likely
but not definite tests since glitches may
interfere with testing. An example of
each type is mentioned in the example
below.

Example 6. Consider the circuit of

Figure 11.
(1) For the vector pair 1, 0, 0~, 0, 1,
)I ,both outputs are zero. Although
the output isdefinitely stableonlyafter
the effect of the longer of d-1-5-7 and
-2-4-6-7 arrives there (because of
uglitches) theri
test It

gshoudb there that thep I
should be noticed here that the prefix
th foir nPe. At othetra ono y t
transtin may beu

P
Y
(2) Pair 10, 0, 0,, 10, 0, 11 tests for
path u-3-6-7.
(3) Pair '0, 1, 0,, ,0, 0, 1, tests for
both u-3-6-7 and d-2-4-6-7. Notice that
Line 6 is stable after the effect of the
last of the rising edges at 3 and 4 arrives.
(4) Pair '0, 0, 0, '1, 1, 1, causes a
3.gg
0 change
2 g 0 at|.the output through the path
u-2-5-7; however, a glitch from Line 7
may arrive
05@ before or after the transition, interfering with the test.

For

NETWORK
N

ordown.

the circuit considered, a vector

ppair tests for an average of 0.5 paths.
C2SiWe can generally expect a figure like
this. If for an n-input, one-output
combinational circuit, k vectors cause
0, then there are 2k(2'1 -k)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~output
pairs that result in a stable output

transition. The maximum value of

2k (2" - k) is 22n-d for k =2n-1. A few
of these will test for more than one
path, and a few may not test any,
because of interfering glitches. Therefore, on the average, no more than 0.5
paths per pair will be tested. When
several pairs are used, some of the
pairs will test for the same path. This
suggests an upper limit ofj/2 paths for

j+1I applied
Figure 9. L %I) double latch design.
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vectors.

Unfortunately,

we could not obtain a reasonable lower

limit.
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In practice, coverage in terms of
number of paths may not be a very
significant measure. The most critical
path would be the longest path; this
path would be among those least likely
to be sensitized by a random vectorpair. Consider an n-bit parallel adder,~
shown in Figure 11. The path from Co_
to C, is sensitized if A i=0, Bi = 1
or Ai = 1, B =-0, for all i. Probability of randomly sensitizing this path
is (0.5)n; for n=8, it is equal to
3.9x 10-3. Incidentally, all inputoutput stuck-at faults are tested by a
vector that is all l and all 0 (including
CO). These will not sensitize the longest

path.

A study of the coverage of delay
faults by pseudorandom testing has
been reported by Barzilai andx,
Rosen.36 They have found that the
coverage obtained by applying an
alternately shifted and complemented
form of a pseudorandom vector is
significantly better than that obtained
by shifting alone. However, Carter36
has shown that the shifting and complementing technique may not provide
complete roverage.
Further study is needed before we
can draw any general conclusions.N
Generally, at least a small set of longS
est paths should be explicitly tested for
E
delay faults.
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Figure 10 A modified scan design (a) and an operational view during normal mode (b).
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